Coilin methylation regulates nuclear body formation.
Cajal bodies (CBs) are nuclear suborganelles involved in biogenesis of small RNAs. Twin structures, called gems, contain high concentrations of the survival motor neurons (SMN) protein complex. CBs and gems often colocalize, and communication between these subdomains is mediated by coilin, the CB marker. Coilin contains symmetrical dimethylarginines that modulate its affinity for SMN, and, thus, localization of SMN complexes to CBs. Inhibition of methylation or mutation of the coilin RG box dramatically decreases binding of coilin to SMN, resulting in gem formation. Coilin is hypomethylated in cells that display gems, but not in those that primarily contain CBs. Likewise, extracts prepared from cells that display gems are less efficient in methylating coilin and Sm constructs in vitro. These results demonstrate that alterations in protein methylation status can affect nuclear organization.